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Chronic Palooza to Make World Record Attempt for Largest Patient Drive
OKC 4/20 Event to Offer Discount MMJ Doctor Visits, Entertainment, Education
The Chronic Palooza event, set for 4/20 at the State Fair Park of Oklahoma City, is to
make a Guinness World Record attempt for the largest medical marijuana patient drive in
the U.S.A. The event is a celebration of Oklahoma’s SQ 788 and will recognize activists.
The event will offer discount medical marijuana doctor visits to help Oklahomans
struggling to get their OMMA medical marijuana card due to doctor visit fees, OMMA
fees, scheduling barriers, and geographic location barriers. Oklahomans from all over the
state are expected to attend the event, giving a much-needed opportunity for rural
Oklahomans to be able to see a doctor without months of waiting for available
appointments, expensive in-office visit fees, or time off during the business workday.
Along with the patient drive offering discount doctor visits, Chronic Palooza will also
offer free entertainment, education, and networking. Over 20 Oklahoma bands,
comedians, and chefs are participating in the event, offering a day of fun and education.
The event aims to raise awareness about how medical marijuana can improve the quality
of life for patients plagued by the health conditions that it can help. The blooming
medical marijuana industry has also brought millions into the Oklahoma economy,
providing jobs, state revenue, and entrepreneurship opportunities. The Oklahoma Medical
Marijuana Authority (OMMA) alone has collected over $13 million in application fees
from patient applications and business applications so far.
While many other Oklahomans suffering from health conditions could benefit from
medical marijuana, not all who benefit can shoulder the costs of treatment.
“It is extremely expensive, especially if you are living on disability and Social Security
benefits, to try to pay for OMMA fees, doctor visits, and medical cannabis as well,” said
Carri Lawrence, Chronic Palooza founder. “We have come across patients who worry
where the money will come from to be able to see a doctor to get their medical marijuana
card. Others have wrestled with even finding an available doctor in their rural towns.”
The Chronic Palooza medical marijuana patient drive hopes to help ease the financial
burden of seeing a doctor to get a medical marijuana recommendation for these patients
by offering discounted MMJ doctors visits on April 20 with over 15 doctors on-site.
“We are excited about the unique opportunity for Oklahomans to learn more about
medical marijuana, as well as offering discount medical marijuana doctor visits at the
event. Our event is all about the people, awareness, and education. We will recognize the

activists who helped 788 pass with a special dedication to recognize their tireless efforts
to empower Oklahomans and to pave the pathway for our future,” said Carri Lawrence,
founder of Chronic Palooza.
About Chronic Palooza
Chronic Palooza is hosted by ChronicRX Solutions. ChronicRX Solutions companies are
a one-stop shop for medical marijuana staffing, security, app development, & MMJ
telemedicine scheduling. Ten percent of Chronic Palooza event proceeds will go to
“Little Buds,” helping low-income children obtain their doctor reccomendations.
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